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ITHACA COLLIGI 
.,..,...,,.,,. 
THE ITHACAN 
"The Student Newspaper For Ithaca ·colle~e" 
Issue 7 October 10, 1985 
SAVING A LIFE 
Volume 17. 
Marty Brownstein 
takes a one year 
leave of absence 
By Nancy Matson 
Professor Mam· 8rownstcin's 
absence has left a noticeablt' 
gap on the Ithaca Colle~l(:' 
campus. according 10 some 
students. After fifteen vears of 
teaching at l.C.. the· politics 
professor has taken a year's 
leave at Denver. Colorado to 
relax. resettle. and do a bit of 
thinking. 
Brownstein recentlv rt'turned 
for a VL<;it to Ithaca, and hLr.; 
interaction with the students 
was inspirational. His energy 
and vitality are clearly missed 
around here. and he's very 
grateful for the students· 
appreciation. 
enthusiasm. For Brownstein 
himself. the choin· ,s not so 
clear. 
Whilt' he IOVt'S 10 teach, h(' 
h,L'i a few qualms about the 
working of the adminL<;tration. 
He feels "frustrated by tht· 
' institutional stagnation and held 
l>ack by school policy." 
Professor Brownstein has be('n 
dLc;cnchanted with I.C. since he 
was denied promotion in '81 for 
the third lime. 
An animal t«hniciarr at the Tompkins ColUlty SPCA administers a dose of worming vaccination with an 
oral syringe. The SPCA houses more thar, 50 animals. Dogs and caJs of mixed breeds are brought in daily. 
They are either strays or animals-put up for adopdon by people who can no longer keep them. 1hdr adoption 
rate is one of the highest in the country at 72 percent, The national rate is 27 perr:ent. 
To them. there is little doubt 
that Marty's proper place is in 
the classroom, showing his 
characteristic warmth and 
:\t thL<; point. Marty Brownstein 
is still undecided as to what he· 
will do next. He is investigating 
some practical applications for 
his political knowledge. He may 
even come back to I.C., although 
he said he "would have a 
problem coming back and facing 
the double message of students 
applauding and administration 
denying." 
Faculty profile: 
Don Litton's teaching style 
ITHACAN to resume 
publication Oct. 31 
By Lynn Grasso 
Thefa&Ulty projikcolumn wiO 
be used bi-weekly to spot-Ught 
various Ithaca College pro-
f essors. This week's faculty pro-
jue features Do1111ld Lifton from 
the School of Business. 
How many professors actually 
find cucumbers and funnels 
relevant to the lecture? Don 
Lifton does--and he does it well. 
Whether he's speaking about 
Master Scheduling or Exponen-
tial Smoothing, you'll find the 
students are interested. 
What is the special quality in 
Don Ufton·s teaching person-
ality? Any of his students will tell 
you. "He's a riot!" 
AS Heidi Pokras. a business 
minor at IC says, "He keeps us 
awake. because we're always 
waiting for the next thing to 
make us la~h." 
Ask any student at IC or 
e:Lsewhere-it's not easy to keep 
a class' attention by 2:00 or 3:00 
on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday. But Lifton manages to do 
it. He seems to understand the 
needs of the students. and he's 
always looking to improve 
himself. "I try to avoid being 
complacent," says Ufton. "I've 
got places 10 go with these 
courses." 
DeVito strives to make 
'86 a memorable year 
By Marjorie Eilertsen A Halloween Masquerade BaU 
Many exciting aaivities have has been scheduled for 
been planned for the class of November Isl at the Holiday Inn. 
1986. The senior class officers All seniors are encouraged to 
have been hard at work in order come dressed as their favorite 
to make this year a memorable character. 
one for every senior. Although the exact date has 
Mike Devito, senior class presi- not yet been set, there will be a 
dent, says that this year will start Gong Show for the senior clas.s 
off with a bang on October uth. some time in late November. 
An OctoberFest has been The event will take place in 
planned for the seniors in conjunction with Open Mike 
conjunction with the IC Pub. The Nighl and the IC Pub. 
event will take place in the after- The last event for the senior's 
noon on the union's patio. first semester will be a Holiday 
Refreshments will be served Senior Semi-Fonnal Dance. This 
October 25th will bring a "200 will take place on December 6th. 
: Qays, ~". fQ{. \'l,e seoio~ .. U · . , see Smior cltw pqge 2 · • WiD·takeplaceattheNorthf{).Jty,i,., .... '·'·'·''.'',' ,, ,,,. 
Every semester of every 
school year. Prof. Lifton brings 
the Instructional Resources 
Evaluation into his classes. He 
see Lifton page 2 
Due to fall break, the ITHACAN will temporarily discontinue 
publication. The ITHACAN will resume its regular weekly 
schedule on October 3151. 
All advertisements, editorials. and announcements for the 
October 3151 issue must be received by 8:00pm Sunday, October 
27th. Have a safe and fun weekend!!! 
Alcohol Awareness Week: 
Main goal is to promote 
.responsible use of alcohol 
By Stephanie Gretchen 
The AEC. Alcohol Education 
Committee. and BACCHUS, 
Boost Alcohol Consciousness 
Concerning the Health of Univer-
sity Students. are sponsoring a 
week full of alcohol awarenes.s 
programs at Ithaca College from 
October 2151 to the 25th. 
Although BACCHUS is a 
nationwide group and AEC is a 
campus student affairs commit-
tee, both deal with alcohol 
related problems on campus. 
Rick Coutwe, AEC Chairperson, 
explained that during Alcohol 
Awareness Week both groups·. 
"main goal is to promote 
responsible use of alcohol at IC." 
AEC works towards this goal 
year round by sponsoring this 
Awareness Week, as well as 
four or live different educational 
programs which can be planned 
for residence halls. 
This week's activities include 
a variety of speakers, a panel 
diseussion on the new alcohol 
law. a residence hall bulletin 
board contest. films, Friday 
mocktail happy hour, and a 
crash simulation in which 
students can participate. AEC 
will also be handing out such 
alcohol awareness promotions 
as posters, balloons. and 
bumper stickers. 
(',0uture said. "We're not anti· 
alcohol. we are for responsible 
use of alrohol. We're hoping that 
through the activities we have 
planned during this week people 
will learn some alternatives to 
the pres.sure of always having to 
drink downtown or at a party." 
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Lifton motivates students 
frompage_l 
compares_ ~is expectations and 
views of his teaching skills with 
those views of his students. "I 
then bring the results to class 
and we talk about it. I like to 
encourage student-professor 
contact. I see a lot of it at Ithaca 
College, and I like that." 
Ufton's past occupations and 
involvement in corporate and 
community activities make his 
statements and lectures 
credible. He was the ASst. 
Director of the United way, and 
then the Executive Director of 
the YMCA in Ithaca. His last 
position was as an Operations 
Manager at NCR, which led him 
to his current position as ASsis-
tant Professor of Management at 
IC. He was hired in Sept. 1982, · 
and will be under decision for 
tenure in the 88-89 school year. 
His education background is 
truly impressive. Lifton received 
his B.S. in Industrial Relations 
from Cornell, his Masters in 
Sociology at Penn State, and is 
currently pursuing his Ph.D. in 
Developmental Sociology, 
combined with a double minor 
Good Money Potential! 
Wages, tips, commlslon for 
DELIVERY PERSON. 
See Poto at Pudglo's Pizza: 
in Organizational Behavior and 
Business Policy at Cornell. 
AS students, we know what 
Don's stating in class isn't just 
from the textbook, he's been 
there. He gets personal, relating 
issues to us, the students. His 
involvement with students, 
coupled with his sense of humor 
· is truly effective in his teaching. 
What does Lifton do in his 
spare time? Well, there doesn't 
seem to be a great deal of spare 
time. He is a full-time husband to 
Linda Robinson Lifton as well as 
a full-time father to 17-month-old 
daughter Rebecca. Don Lifton's 
family comes first in his life; 
which explains a great deal 
about his strong character and 
values. 
There is yet more to come 
about Lifton. He is currently an 
elected legislator-a represen-
tative for Tompkins County, 
now up for reelection as the 
Democratic and Independent 5th 
Party candidate for the 
Tompkins County Board of 
Representatives. He holds 
strong views on the proper use 
of tax money in Ithaca, and on 
the sale of the old hospital 
building standing empty in 
Tompkins County. He was the 
Elected Trustee for the Village of 
Lansing, the Director of both the 
Tompkins County Cooperative 
Extension, and the NCR Credit 
Union. Lifton participated as the 
Commissioner of both the 
Northeast Area Transit Study 
and the Ithaca Landmarks 
Preservation. 
Lifton is also an active partici-
pant in the IC campus 
community. He is an orientation 
advisor as well as advisor of the 
IC chapter of the A.P.I.C.S. 
(American Production and 
Inventory Control _Society)._ 
The Junction's Specials for 10/14-10/18 
Mon. Hamburger "Cordon Bleu" 
Tues. Vegetarian "Powerhouse" 
Wed. Turkey Club 
Thurs. Swiss Cheese & Sprout Sandwich 
Fri. California Burger 
When asked how he views 
the IC environment, Lifton 
answered, ;,I love it!" He is 
impressed with the way IC 
promotes student interaction. "I 
see it all around, and I really like 
it. n Toe interaction with his 
colleagues impresses Lifton 
also, "It's good work in a good 
work settinll." 
October 10, 1985 
Senior class 
plans year 
from page J 
Mike Devito, senior class presi-
dent; Marci Feathers, vice-
president; Ernie Merckens, class 
secretary; and Dave Serure, 
class treasurer, urge every 
senior to come out and support 
the events to help make it a 
better vear for evervone! 
Z11 Elmlra Road 
(no phone calls, please) Watch for our other daily specials! He is called a "riot" by some and "very interesting" byotMrs. He's Don Lifton, an assistant professor bl the School of Buslnrss at Ithaca College. 
Tommy Hilfiger, Yamato, Pop '84, Reunion ... 
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Taint of the SO's but relevant to today. Tweeds, twills, and flannels styled with a modern edge. It all · 
balances with your lifestyle and discerning taste. Interpreted for the 80's. 
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I.C. Rugby Club recognized by administration 
By Karen Powers 
Toe signing of insurance forms 
and the collection of medical 
records were just some of the 
preparations members of the IC 
Rugby Club went through in 
order t<;> play their games as a 
recognized team. Although the 
club has nearly tripled in size 
throughout the past four years. 
the budget they receive has 
remained stable. On Tuesday, 
October I, the club received final 
verification of their recognition 
from the college, but now they 
face the pron•,ss of trying lo 
remedy their financial 
difficulties. , 
Although lhe Rugby Club has 
been adive the pasl seven 
years, they receive only S680 
yearly to cover expenses such 
as transportation, medical 
Tue. & Wed. Oct. 15 & 16 
Noon to 9 p.m. 
Precision Haircut & Style - Only $10 
Temf1c campus cuts at super savings with 
student I.D. Free gifts & refreshments 
ReGIS HAIRSTYLJSTS 
~~'\-~ 
supplies, referees and equip-
ment. Other team spons at IC 
are supplied with uniforms. 
whereas, according to David 
Niles, President of the Rugby 
Club, lhe beginning player will 
spend approximately S80 10 
cover the cosl of lhe uniform 
and cleats. Within thr next 
monlh. Jordon Cohen. Treasurer 
of the Club. will go before 
Studcnl Governmenl wilh hLc; 
pica for an increased budget. 
":\s lhc s1zP of 1hc club 
in<.Tcascs. the amount of money 
allocated should therefore 
inrrea.sc." staled Cohen. 
In 1975. Ron Srh,l'>Sl)('rgcr 
founclcd the Rugby Club at 
moved to the Buttermilk field." 
Not one game wa,; playc<1 on 
campus until this year. 
On Saturday. October s. lhc 
rugby te,am played Conland 
State on the JV football pradice 
field. Obviously. each member 
was motivated at thc prospec1 
of playing on a "real" fipld 
becau<,e they heat Conlancl 1.1--1. 
Cortland wa<; ranked fifth in the 
slate,yet the JV le;im overcame 
lhe odds to also win. 10·4. 
Thi.<, Sa1urday, 1ht· team will 
plav llwir ~,·cone! on-carnpu~ 
game this yt'ar against 
(.()fll('II di l:OOplll on tlw J\ hX)I· 
hall practice firlcl. 
Ithaca and prcsrnlly h<· L<; Ill!' IIF==========================iii 
family advisor for this year's 
team where he leaches lhe 
technical aspect of the game. As 
an advisor, Schas.c;hergcr claims 
he "basicallv arts as a ·go. 
between· fc>r lhc 1cam and 
administration." :\llhough he 
hopes lhat thC' learn rcreivr~'i 
their budget inrnw;c, h<· cannot 
predict Stuclenl Government's 
decLc;ion. 
Along with fanng financial 
difficulties. lhc dub has been 
attempting 10 secure a playing 
field for their home games. 
t\ccorcling to Gregg Stacy. Vice-
President of the Club. in past 
years the team ha,; done their 
daily practicing in the back of the 
Sludent Union and played their 
games at Cass Park and Lower 
Buttermilk Field. The college 
granted them use of the Union 
field for practice. only under the 
stipulation "that if bad weather 
develops, practice would be 
WOOL 
Glove Liners $2.85 
Trousers · $6.50 
Overcoats H2.50 
HOLLY'S 
SURPLUS 
Nt1xr To U-Haul 
347 Elmira Rd, Ithaca 
6 272-9722 A?'. GsllUlnl GI b Our Fon• 
Makeyoar 
room an Oasis! 
• Tropical Plants 
superb quality, fantastic selection 
including ones for low light areas 
• Fresh, Stlk & Dried Flowers 
• Hundreds of Baskets 
• Wicker Chairs, Tables, 
Hampers & Headboards 
at affordable prices 
• Matchstick Blinds 
• Straw Rugs• Mugs 
• Mirrors • Dinnerware • &. Much More! 'RIFlflSll,,.,~/IITS ,S04l>: 
~Jt,1TWV~ST 
------------------ -------
I 
I 
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Fri. October II 
4·.6 pm 
.. ,.,,,, 
SAU,RKRIICJT,1 
Patio behind Junction 
No A J rt\i.ssi 0t1 I I ~sored !>y= <t Dluh 
l .. THESEMmltCIASS & .~·-·.· ............... _ 0 
• • i .. .,. .. •••••• ....__, •••••••",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,, :·:-_·~·::n••••••• ,,,,,,,, •••• • '•' • ••• •0 •••••••••••••••••••'"'"''00 '' 
FREE PLANT! 
wt.th any 85.00 parcb.ue. 
Coupon ID1l8t be pracnted. 
&plree8/81/85 
--
THEI 
PLANDTIONI 
114 Ithaca Commons•273.7231 I 
Thurs, Frt till 9PM Sunday 11-4 J 
. --- ·- -
DELIVERY HOURSc 
ManrFrt. 5 pm 'tll l:30 
', 'Sal,~ 12:.30'~'11·1:JO 
\, 
__ _; 
1 f•\ I \•1 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
.L,brary. 
Hours 
LIBRARY HOURS-(Fall Break 1985) 
Wed-Fri, Oct. 1&18 8:3Qam-5pm 
.Sat, Oct. 19 Closed 
Sun, Oct. 20 2pm-midnight 
'nm LIBRARY BEGINS CLOSING 
AT QUARTER TO 1liE HOUR 
AUDIO SERVICE HOURS 
Wed-Fri, Oct 16-18 8:30am-4:45pm 
Sat, Oct. 19 Closed 
Sun, Oct. 20 2pm-U:45pm 
REFERENCE SERVICE HOURS 
Wed-Fri, Oct. 16-18 8:3Qam-5pir 
Sal, Oct. 19 Closed 
Sun, Oct. 20 2pm-1opm 
- Apartheid 
Awareness 
Day 
National Apartheid Awareness Day 
is on Friday, October u. The Politics 
Oub, in conjunction with the Politics 
Department, will be having speakers 
from U-3 in front of the Union to 
Glamour 
Girls 
Ithaca c.ollege students are invited 
to participate in Glamour magazine's 
1_986 Top Ten COiiege Women 
competition. Young women from 
ro!leges and universities throughout 
the country will compete in 
Glamour's search for ten outstan-
ding students. A panel of Glamour 
editors will select studies and 
extracunicular activities on campus 
or in the community. 
lnJramurals. 
Organirational meeting for: 
MEN 
Basketball(S-rnan) Oct. 15, P-4 
Hill center-6:30 
Floor Hockey Oct. 15, P-4 
WOMEN 
Floor_ Hockey 
~ 
Volleyball 
Bowling 
Hill center-7:00 
Oct. 15, P-2 
Hill center-6:30 
Oct. 14, p.3 
Hill center-6:30 
Oct. 14, P-3 
Hill center-7:00 
The 1986 Top Ten COiiege women 
will be featured in Glamour's August Play begins Oct. 21. For information. 
college Issue and will receive an an +-cal-I T~o:::m~ate:-n=:.i.,'-='332~0"!',. ____ _ 
-expense-paldtrlptoNewYorl<Qty, G1 TDDV 
to participate in meetings with ".l. r r n 
professionals in their area of interest. 
Anyone who Is interested in 
entering the search should rontact 
Todd Mcleish in the Office of Public 
Information, West Tower 14, 
ext.(3826), for more information. 
SiWl up now for second block GIPPE 
classes at Hill center, office #6. Do 
not wait until class starts Monday, 
Oct. 21, or else you may be closed 
out. Application deadline is December 13, .,_ _________ _ 
1985. 
Cayugan 
St~[f 
There will be a very important 
meeting Tuesday, October 15, at 
8pm, sharp. Mr. Eric Ludeman, our 
publishing representative from 
Hunter Publishing, CO. will be 
attending. It is vital thal-"all staff 
~be present. See you there. 
A One-Year 
MBA? 
ciarkson University and Ithaca 
'College have a joint program 
enabling students who take 
appropriate COUISeS at Ithaca to earn 
a Master of Business Administration 
'degree in one year at Clarkson. Dr. 
Suzanne Liberty, Director of 
Graduate Programs in the SChool of 
Management at Clarkson, will visit 
llhaca on Monday afternoon, 
Women· 
and 
Work 
Issues tor the 80's. Thursday, 
October I(), 7-8pm, Gannett Center Ill. 
A workshop designed to explore . 
issues facing women at work today 
includes Career Opportunities and 
'Having it All.' . 
Apple 
Harvest 
Weekend 
· Local groweis and their apples will 
be the "stars," as a celebration on 
Oct. u,12 and 13 of upstate New, 
York's annual apple harvest 
becomes the focus for events to 
staged by the city of Ithaca, comell 
and Ithaca college, local penorrners 
and Downtown businesspeople. 
come this Friday, on the commons. 
inform Ithaca College of the radst1------------1 History 
·students· 
. October 28, to talk with interested 
students. Individual interviews will 
be held from 1:00 to 3:00pm. Call 
·eareer Planning ext. (3365) for an 
'appointment. Information about the 
llhaca/Oarkson 4+1 program is 
available in the School of Business 
office. 
lasses 
Tammy Jo Morehouse '87, a junior 
majoring in Business Management, 
was recently named.a member of 
the faculty at the Ithaca Academy of 
Dance. In the teen and adult age 
group, she will be inStructing two 
jazz-exercise dance classeS from 
7:00 to 8:00pm on_ Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Anyone interested in 
these classes can call 273-0521 or 
257-ssn. 
government in South Africa. come 
join us. Be Aware! 
Israeli 
Reading 
Israeli fiction writer Gideon Telpaz 
will read from his works at 8:15pm 
on Thursday, October 10, in the 
Muller Chapel at Ithaca COilege. The 
event is free and open to the public. 
Art Exh_ibit 
The t.C. Handwerker Gallery opens 
its second art exhibit of the year 
today entitled "New Work." "New 
Work" is an I.C. faculty exhibit of art 
and photography. The opening 
reception will take place today from 
5 to 6:30pm. It is primarily for art 
history majors and minors but 
everyone is welcome. 
The History Department, in conjunc-
tion with the History aub, invites 
you to attend a "get acquainted" 
Wine and Oteese Party to be held 
at 4:00pm on Friday, October u, in 
the Tower Oub. All majors, minors, 
and exploratory students interested 
in a history education are 
encouraged to attend. 
---
rtie deaciJirie ·co·r ·receii>i oi applica-
tions for transfer to the School of 
Business is Monday, October 21, 
1985. Application fonns are available 
in the office of the School of 
Business on the fourth floor of the 
New Academic Buil<!ing. 
THA CA co,,,G, WEEK,,',,,,, -
F: Ford Auditorium 
Music N: Nabennauer Room 
Oc.tobu 1 O 
Theatre/Films 
Oc.t:obu 1 O 
Faculty Recital, David Riders to the Sea and 
Berman, 8:15 p.m. (Fl The Spanish Hour, 
Hoerner Theatre, 8:00 
Octobe.n. 11 p.m. 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 
Symphonic Band, 8:15 
p.m. (F) 
Octabu 12 
Jr. Voice, ~ 
Probst, 2:00 p.m. (Fl 
Vocal Master Class 
with Lore Fischer, 
4:00 p.m. (F) 
Sr. Clarinet Recital, 
Patricia Irwin, 7:00 
p.m. (N) 
Octuben. 13 
Sr. Conducting, Matt-
hew George, l:OOp.rn. 
(N) 
Choir, Concert Band, 
3:00 p.m. (F) 
Octobe.n. 14 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 
symphonic Band, 8:15 
p.m. (F) 
Oc.toben. J 5 
Philip Glass Ensem-
ole, 8:15 p.m. (Fl 
Oc.t:o ben. 11 
SAB Film, 16 Candles, 
Textor 102, 7:00 & 
9: 30 p.m. 
Oc.t:obe.n. 12 
SAB Film, 16 Candles, 
Textor 102, 7:00 & 
9:30 p.m. 
Riders to the Sea and 
The Spanish Hour, 
Hoerner Theatre, 8:00 
p.m. 
Oc.tobe.1t. 13 
SAB Film, Footloose, 
Textor 102, 7:00 & 
9:30 p.m. 
Oc.tobu 15 
Pumping Iron II: The 
Women, film sponsored 
by the Sociology Dept 
and School of Human-
ities, Textor 101, 
7:00 p.m. 
Lectures/Seminars 
Octobu 10 
Resume Workshop, Job 
Room, Egbert Union, 
2:00 - 3:30 p.m. 
Meetings 
Oc.tobu 1 O 
Psychology Club Mtg., 
Friends 203, 7:30 .-
8:30 p.m. 
Issues for the BO's, Alcoholics Anonymous 
Career Planning, Mtg., Phillips Room, 
Gannett 111, 7:00 p.m Chapel, 7:00 - 8:00 
Poetry/Fiction Read-
ings, Main Chapel, 
7:30 - 9:00 p.m. 
Oc..t:obu 11 
SIGI Workshop, Job 
Room, Egbert Union, 
3:00 p.m. 
Oc.tobu 14 
Physical Education 
Student Teacher 
Seminar, Egbert Union 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
On-Campus Recruiting 
(orientation work-
shop), Job Room, 
p.m. 
Oc..t:o bu 11 
The Navigators Fellow 
ship Mtg., DeMotte 
Room, 7:30 p.m. 
Oc.t:obu 12 
Gaming Club Mtg., 
Job Room, 7:00 p.m. 
Oc.t:o ben. 1 3 
Friends of Israel Mtg 
Chapel, 4:30 p.m. 
Oc.t:obu 14 
ASPA Club Mtg., Job 
Room, 7:00 p.m. 
Egbert Union, 3:00 p.~. 
Phillip, 
Sports Etcecera 
Oc.tobe.1t. 1 O Octubn 11 
IC Women's Soccer vs. 'ub & senior 
Cortland, 7:00 p.m. lass, October-
(A) •est, Patio of 
Oc..toben. 11 Pnion/Crossroacs 
IC J.V. Football vs. ~ Buffer Lounge 
- . lin .case of rain, University of Buffalo,,,. 00 _ 6 . 00 3:00 p.m. (H) ~ • · p.m. 
Oc Cob en. J 2 
. Oc..t:obe.n. 12 ~dministration 
IC ~ield Hockey.vs. pf Health Ser. 
Indiana University of ~lumni/Preceptor 
~· 1:00 p.m., Varsity onference, 
' (H) "rossroads, 8: 30 
IC Varsity Football a.m. 
vs. Springfield SAB Wild Video 
College, 1:30 p.m. (Al )ance Partv, 
Oc.t:obe.Jr. 14 Jnion Dining Ila 1: 
IC Women's Tennis vs. 9 : 30 p.m.-l: 30 ar. 
Oneonta, 3:00 p.m. (Hl 
Oc.t:obu J 5 
IC Varsity Men's 
Soccer vg. R.I.T., 
3:30 p.m. (H) 
Oc.tc•l-e~ J~ 
Ithaca College 
Discovery Days 
sponsored by 
the Admissions 
loffice 
Grad. School Workshop 
Job Room, Egbert 
Union, 3:_00 p.m. 
Al Anon Mtg. , 
Room, Chapel, 
10:00 p.m. 
8:30 - Oc.t:obe.Jr. 16 Octcbc 1 J:, 
Politics Seminar, 
Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel, 4:00 - 6:30 
p.m. 
Oc..t:obu 15 
Physical Education 
student Teacher 
Seminar, Egbert 
Union, 9:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m. 
Guest Lecture,~ 
Glass, Composer~-12 
p."m:-(F) 
Oc..t:obu 15 
ABC/BACCHUS weekly 
mtg., Job Room, 4:00 
p.m. 
IC Cross Country vs. Block I Ends 
Alfred Univ./Hobart lO:OO p.m. Fall 
College, 3:00 p.m. (H) Break Begins 
Oc.t:obu 19 
IC Varsity Men's 
Soccer vs. R,P.I., 
11:00 a.m. (Hl 
IC Varsity Football 
vs. University of 
Buffalo, 1:30 p.m. 
(H) 
I~ Women's Tennis vs. 
~illiam Smith, 3:00 
p.m. (H) 
OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Open options for parking patrons 
To the editor: closing the Union lot neany mree seven minute walk from Y lot to good idea. For students who pedestrian safety is not 
I want_ to respond to the recent weeks ago, there have been at most campus buildings, one can must stay on campus through jeapordized. 
letter wntten by~- Werther <l!ld least L'iO spaces available in Y lot save the greater portion of that the dinner hours, I recommend 
Ms. Kaplan regarding the paiking during peak hours. It goes time by going directly to Y lot they take ten minutes sometime 
situation on the campus. Ttl_e without saying that these spaces and not spending the time between the hours of 4:00 and 
concern they expressed IS are not as convenient to some "cruising" for a space. or coming 6:00 to move their car from Y lot 
certainly understandable given academic buildings as spaces in to campus earlier. to a space closer in. 
the existing conditions with the other lots. However, they are For students who have In terms of shuttle transporta-
Union construction projec(, considerably closer to the classes at night, there are tion back and forth to Y lot, the 
Perhaps I can address t~eir academic buildings on the west sufficient spaces in the nearest short distance, as well as the 
con~rns while at the 5an:e tune end of campus than spaces in s lots so that students do not have fact that night-time parking there 
clarify some of the issues lot. to park in Y lot. By four o'clock. is not necessary, doesn't seem 
involved. 11 is true that coming to the there are a number of free to warrant it. In addition. 
First. regar~ing the_ statement campus a half hour to forty five spaces in student lots and, after walkways back and forth toy lot 
that there are msufliaent spaces minutes earlier will as.sure one of five. many lots have open will be kept clear during 
on the campus, that does not a parking space "in close." parking. I concur that walking inclement weather and with the 
seem to be the case. Since However. given the five to alone to Y lot at night is not a walk-light for crossing 968, 
Tax system injustices face reform 
To the editor: 
Very soon Congress will be 
taking serious action to make 
our tax system fairer and less 
complicated. Toe complexity 
and unfairness of the current 
structure of federal taxation 
makes comprehensive reform 
desirable and inevitable in a 
democratically responsive 
nation. However, in the efforts to 
make the system fairer. caution 
must be taken to resist actions 
that would lead to subsequent 
injustices. Toe components of 
the coming tax reviSion will help 
shape the spending priorities of 
government and individuals for 
decades to come. 
As a college student who 
anticipates paying taxes for the 
next four decades, a tax system 
that includes 2000 pages of law 
and is accompanied by 10,000 
pages of regulations is an 
intimidating prospect. More than 
half of all returns are prepared 
by professionals. Of even more 
importance is the current 
situation whereby loooholes 
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allow the more affluent ·to pay 
less taxes than the midclle class. 
This is an affront to America's 
values of justice and fairness. 
Yet, in our zealousness to 
achieve fairness and simplicity 
we must carefully analyze each 
of the proposed components of 
tax reform, lest our efforts be in 
vain. 
The most troubling compo-
nent of President Reagan's tax 
reform proposal iS his call for the 
elimination of the deduction of 
state and local taxes. Behind this 
apparent effort at simplilicalion 
we discover double taxation and 
an effort to alter the spending 
priorities of state and local 
governments. Governor Mario 
Cuomo is correct in his efforts to 
oppose this clause which could 
force reductions in needed state 
and local services including our 
schools and programs such as 
Date rape rebuttal: 
student aid and services for the 
needy. Toe elimination of this 
deduction would have its 
greatest impact on the midclle 
clas.s as 87% of the households 
claiming this deduction have 
incomes below fifty thousand 
dollars. 
I applaud Congress for its 
efforts to reform our current tax 
system quandary. I ask our 
representatives to listen to Gov. 
Cuomo and others who are 
pointing out the injustices of 
particular changes. For the sake 
of today's citizens and the 
emerging generation of tax-
payers. I ask Congress to 
exercise the greatest of 
prudence to ensure that efforts 
to achieve fairness are not 
accompanied by needless 
injustices. 
Fileen R. Filler 
Politics '86 
There is little question that 
some individuals are incon-
siderate by not parking within 
the lines and occupying mor<-
than one space. In these in-
stances. it has always been the 
practice of Safety and security to 
ticket violators. 
I certainly understand the 
. concern expressed by Ms. 
Werther and Ms. Kaplan and 
believe that all reasonable 
measures have been taken to 
accommodate these concerns. 
The question is not one of 
insufficient spaces. but rather 
one of convenience. We knew 
this would occur with 
construdion of the new building 
and are asking for the 
understanding and cooperation 
of everyone in the campus 
Community. The extra 3-5 
minutes that such cooperation 
requires does not seem to be an 
unreasonable expectation. 
Ultimately, we will have a 
beautiful, spacious facility for the 
use of everyone. We will also 
have nearly all of the 160 park.ing 
spaces back when the construc-
tion is completed. In the 
meantime. let us all give a little 
in terms of the minor 
inconvenience. 
Thank you for your 
cooperation to date. I hope we 
can count on it for the duration 
of the project. 
Richard J. Correnti 
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To The F.d.itbr: 
1 feel that I must write back to 
the Ithacan for two reasons: To 
apologize to Andy Seigel. and to 
clarify my opinion of Date Rape 
that so many misunderstood. 
Andy, I was offended by your 
article and I took to retaliating in 
a quick irrational manner and I 
am sorry if I offended you. I 
admire your news editor for 
taking the stand that she did. 
She was right in defending you 
and should be commended. I 
misunderstood your stand on 
date rape as many have 
~ miSunderstood mine and I am 
sorry. Please read on. 
When I wrote the letter on the 
Date Rape article, I was not 
trying to offend anyone. I was 
angry and I was voicing my 
unbiased opinion in a biased 
manner. I had thought I was on 
the female's side, and I did 
expect a retort but not of this 
great of magnitude, which is 
why I am writing back. I realize 
that I used the wrong choice of 
words, but I felt the overalf 
The following editorials do 
nc;>t necessarily reflect the opi-
nlom of the Ithacan staff. All 
Letters to the Editor must be 
received by Sunday, s:oo pm 
theme was correct. 
Let me clarify some ooints 
that have been brought to my 
attention about my letter. When 
I stated that a boyfriend can't 
rape his girlfriend, I had meant 
that a boyfriend won't rape his 
girlfriend. He won't rape her 
because he "supposedly" loves 
and respects her. If he does rape 
her, he is NOT, to me, a 
boyfriend at all. He then is only 
using the female for his own 
cruel, selfish satisfaction. If this 
happens as much as I am told 
then it is time for you ladies to 
stand up for yourselvesl 
When I slated that rape iS not 
rape if the female renders no 
resistance, I meant gives 
c~. Renders no resistance 
was just a flashy term that I 
thought was good at the lime 
and I am well aware that it was 
not. 5arah Green, I was speak-
ing of Date Rape and I don't 
think a Date Rapist would use a 
gun on his date after dinner or a 
movie. II may be wrong !hough.) 
I al.so don't think thal a woman 
at the Ithacan office. Landon 
Hall ~ent. Please include 
name, and phone number 
,vhere you can be reached. . 
is to blame for rape. at all. 
(Please don't confuse me with a 
sexist.) I was merely trying to get 
women to be aware that their 
actions. of any type, may look 
inviting to men. Once again. I 
realize that my thoughts were 
correct, but my phrasing and 
tone was wrong. I also meant 
nothing bad to Hood Hall. I was 
illustrating my thoughts that I 
had hoped people would 
understand. 
To wrap this letter up, I would 
like to say that I am not the only 
one who is unaware of the 
numbers of date rape occuring 
on campus. There was not one 
male. that spoke to me, who 
disagreed with what I had to 
say. Many females also 
understood. It seems that many 
people jwnped the gun. as I did. 
in their retorts. It also seems 
that most of thiS campus does 
not know what is going on. I am 
not a Date Rapist, so how am I 
to know what is happening? 
There are 100 many others, I am 
afraid, that al.so do not know. It 
is not our fault, so don't 
condemn us for ignorance. I 
hope that I have made myself 
clear. 
Jim Volz 
Management '86 
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ITHACAN VARIETY 
Thi.s Week in Arts and Leisure 
SloffplioCot,yAdlal-
The Ithaca College Theatre is presentillg two one-act operas this week, Riders of the Sea and Spanish Hour 
(pictured). The shows opened Tuesday and will continue throughout the week. 
A music rating crisis 
By Dorothy Donnelly 
The music industry was 
recently threatened to quickly 
form an industry-wide warning 
or rating system for violent or 
sexually explicit recordings, or 
the government may just do it 
for them. 
merely "made up of concerned 
parents who are saying that we 
need some guidelines; some 
help in knowing what we are 
buying. If a child asks his 
parents to buy a copy of "Purple 
Rain", the parents, out of love, 
will buy it. but then they have to 
contend with the lyrics of 
"Darling Nikki." We are not 
advocating censorship at all. but 
are hoping that the industry will 
monitor itself." 
date of the program and its 
commercial sponsors. 
2. Write a letter of protest to 
local station managers. Write to 
Executive Diredors of national 
cable television and/or the presi· 
dent of MT\'. 
3. Write to the president of the 
recording industry to protest a 
record album, its contents or 
jarket. 
4. Send copies of correspon· 
dence to the Federal Communi· 
see Crisis page 9 
I.C. Theatre shows 
one-act Passing By 
By Allison Deutsch 
This weekend in the Arena 
Theatre, of the famed Dillingham 
Center, two student-directed, 
one-act plays were presented to 
an almost pathetically small 
audience. My friends and I were 
pleased, and privileged, to be 
part of this elite group, and we 
enjoyed ourselves thoroughly. 
Passing By and F.M. are two 
serio-comedies, and, if Friday 
night's perfonnance was at all 
typical of Ithaca College Theatre, 
then this season will surely be a 
success. 
The production we saw was 
Passing By by Martin Sherman, 
directed by Marc Topor. The 
Director's Note in the program 
seemed unnecessary and com-
pletely inappropriate. Mr. 
Topor's interpretation of the play 
should speak for itself. There 
was no need to tell us that the 
characters' relationship was 
supposed to represent that of 
"all peoples', straight or gay, in 
sickness and in health." 
With that bit of spoon-fed 
foreshadowing, we prepared 
ourselves for the play. In brief, 
Passing By is about a pair of 
homosexual men who meet and 
begin a relationship which 
neither one expects to last for 
very long (due to other 
committments). Ironically, they 
both contract hepatitis, and 
decide to live together for the 
duration of their illness. Confined 
to bed, the two begin to 
experience the fluctuations and 
mood swings that occur in the 
early stages of a relationship. 
This makes for an amusing and 
sometimes touching plot. 
Toby (portrayed by Paul 
Aguirre) is a very blunt, 
hypochondriacal artist who is 
working temporarily in a liqu9r 
store in New York City. At first, 
Toby seems quite vulnerable, 
but as the show progresses he 
becomes more strong-willed, 
and seems to have a fmn upper-
hand in the relationship. 
The most dominant charader· 
istic of Toby's personality, 
however, is his almost over-
bearing sense of fate. He has 
had a streak of bad luck 
recently. The gallery he was 
scheduled to have a show at 
burns down. II moves on to his 
getting whiplash from having 
sex, and finally ends with an egg 
dropping onto his head out of 
nowhere. As Toby says, in a 
state of hysteria, "God is 
dropping eggs on me!" From 
this wry humour, however, a 
sense of almost paranoid panic 
develops. In a way, this may 
have hampered the viewer's 
ability to either like or identify 
with Toby.' 
The other character in Passing 
By is Simon (played by Matthew 
Bennett), who is a diver and an 
absolute health fanatic. Again, 
with Simon, the audience is 
completely overwhelmed by 
this fanaticism, and also by his 
incessant whining. It is very 
clear that Simon is not enjoying 
being sick, but it's ingratiating to 
listen to him continually spawn 
lines such as "Toby, you gave 
me this disease!" After all, he's 
twenty-six; can we really be 
expected to believe he's never, 
see Passing By page 9 
This controversy, which is 
becoming increasingly heated. 
has caused a major upset 
among musical artists. the 
Senate Commerce committee, 
and the generally concerned 
public. Many music lovers are 
outraged and, in fact, relate this 
issue to such events as the 
McCarthy witch hunts and the 
manipulatory effects of Big 
Brother. 
These ladies have gone much 
farther than just stating concern 
and hopes of change, however. 
The issue was granted a hearing 
that lasted five hours late last 
month. During the hearing. slides 
of offensive album covers and 
harsh demands were displayed 
by Congress and PMRC. In 
response, testimonies were 
made by artists such as Frank 
zappa. John Denver, and Dee 
Sneider (Twisted Sister). 
Unland plays at Ford 
A group of influential women 
from Washington formed an 
organization named Parents 
Music Resource Center (PMRq 
They are trying to ensure that a 
new rating system, if brought 
into effed, would make it legally 
binding for au· records with 
explicit lyrical content to carry a 
variety of stickers to this effect. 
Wendy Goldstein (RCA 
Records) states that "What 
they're trying to do is introduce 
certifications such as ·x· for 
profanity and sex. 'DIA' for 
glorification of drugs and alcohol. 
·o· for the occult, and ·v· for 
violence." 
The PMRC is made up of such 
politically aware individuals as 
Susan Baker, wife of U.S. 
Government Treasury Secretary 
James Baker, and Tipper Gore, 
wife of senator Albert Gore. 
These ladies state that they are 
Some of the demands being 
made by PMRC included lyrics 
on the outside of covers. 
removal of explicit promotional 
displays in record stores. strict 
control on the contents of rock 
shows. the abolition of 
supposed hidden messages/ 
backward masking and the strict 
control of video clips (MTV has 
been removed from cable in 
Weymouth, Massachusetts). 
The PMRC has sent fund 
raising/awareness letters to 
other concerned parents in 
which they urge people to: 
I. Monitor local radio and TV 
broadcasts carefully and write 
down the objectionable 
words/soM5/scenes, name and 
By Patricia Hogan 
Traditionally, a recital begins 
with the dimming of the 
auditoriwn lights and the lighting 
of the stage. However, when the 
stage was lit last Wednesday at 
Professor David Undland's 
recital, it became apparent that 
this perfonnance would be 
anything but traditional. Rather 
than ordinary white lights, the 
stage was lit in green, and the 
usual piano was replaced by 
two large speakers at center 
stage. 
In his recital, Professor Unland 
proved to be b<;>th a creative and 
talented tubist. His choice of 
music showed the audience 
how versatile an instrument the 
tuba can be. His first piece, 
Three for One by SCott Wyatt, 
was written for solo tuba with 
tape in three movements. The 
tape used was actually a recor-
ding of synthesized music. This 
music combined with the 
lighting on stage and the deep 
sounds of the tuba to create an 
air of mysticism which kept the 
audience mesmerized. Even 
during pauses in the music 
everyone sat frozen with eyes 
fixed on the stage. 
Many other moods were 
created throughout Professor 
Unland's recital. The piece Six 
Likes for Solo Tuba by 
Theodore Antoniou was design-
ed specifically to bring out the 
many different styles in which 
the tuba can be played. Each of 
tht) six movements displayed a 
new ability. In the first move-
ment, Like a Duet, for example, 
Professor Unland not only 
played his tuba, but he sang into 
it as well, actually performing a 
duet by himself. Toe movement 
entitled like a Study was written 
to sound like a technical etude 
used for study purposes. And 
there was also a movement 
entitled Like a March, which 
displayed the stereotypically 
loud, rhythmic way in which a 
tuba can be played. 
Professor Unland also 
combined tuba with other 
instruments to create many 
different musical pictures. He 
was joined by Professor Gordon 
Stout to play a piece entitled 
Residue for Tuba and 
Vibraphone. He also perfonned 
a duet for tuba and flute with 
Laura campbell. This piece by 
Claire Polin, The Death of 
Procrisfor Flute and Tuba, was 
written to describe a painting by 
Piero di Cosimo. In this work, the 
flute and tuba combined to 
create the illusion of death in the 
foreground of the painting as 
well as of animals playing in the 
background. 
see Unland page 9 · 
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Murphy,s musical notes: 
Husker Du: ''Flip Your Wig" 
By Scott Murphy featured 15 such endurable of mouth and consistent vinyl on the new release indude three gests anything special, yet the 
5ome bands fade away after 
moments of brilliance, yet other 
groups meet the challenge as 
musicians and exceed all expec-
tations. Husker Du is in the latter 
category. While churning out 
more songs in a year than most 
musicians do in five years, 
Husker Du has managed to 
release their sixth and finest 
album to date, "Flip Your Wig". 
when "New Day Rising" 
came out in early January, many 
critics and listeners (myself 
included) said. "That's the best 
album of the year." Now I'm not 
so sure. "New Day Rising" 
songs such as "Celebrated has gotten the band where it is instrumentals, themselves a overall effect of the song is like 
Summer" and "Powerline". today. Two weeks ago, they picture of diversity. waking upon the most beautiful 
Each had a distinct personality, signed a contract with Warner ' "Flip Your Wig" opens with a spring day. In short, it's magic. 
running the gamut from piano Brothers which will enable them driving guitar !hat welcomes us "Keep Hanging On" is a song 
honky-tonk to chiming folk to be promoted and packaged to the world we live in, good and which may have two meanings. 
guitars. Even then, people were more efficiently. bad. Bob Mould (guitarist) and The lyrics suggest a love affair 
saying, "How can they make a So what of the new album? Grant Hart (drums) have where two people must "keep 
better albwn than zen Arcade?" First off. the trademark buzz-saw expanded their songwriting skills hanging on." but the hoarse 
(Their 1984 release that was sound has been tamed in favor both lyrically and musically. by desperation of Hart's vocals sug-
lauded in The New York Times of instantly memorable writing songs that can be gests hanging on to life itself. 
and Rolling Stone, etc., as the choruses which stick in the head identified with, all the while grab- "Flip Your Wig" is, without a 
"landmark post-punk album"). for days, whether you want bing us with their hooks. doubt. one of the finest albwn.s 
Yet "New Day Rising" subse- them to or not. The band, as on "Every Everything" is the of the year. Although increased 
quently sold in excess of 40,000 the last album. can no longer be song that you swear you've production may have some 
copies. which is quite a feat. categorized in any kind of heard before but never have. people screaming "sellout." 
considering that SST (their label) musical genre: instead they Dnvmg rock n' roll combines there is nothing shoddy about 
has little or no money allotted for opted to expand their with such lyrics as."l've got the album. The group keeps get-
distribution or promotion. Word boundaries. The fourteen soM,s something she wants and she's ting better and may not have \,---:==::::::================::i:=====:--~ got something I need. Got a lock reached their full potential yet. 
B ·o N on my heart and she's got the With their uncanny ability to B E R keys," to make a song tailored drive pop hooks into the mind. · for screaming along. and their continued experimen-ln fad, the first side is filled tation with instruments. it's 3 and O 
13 in a row 
6 more to go 
Beat 
Springfield 
s u p p 0 
BOMBER SUPPORTER T-SHIRTS STILL AVAILABLE 
AT J. GOULD, REBOP RECORDS, & HAUNT 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK 
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N..COHOL AWARENESS DAY 
Rcpr~scnl~tivc':) from. 
- Tornpk.1:is County Alc.ot1ol 1 ':)11, L•nJn:...1 \ 
- Snt.:r1 ff'~ Ocpartrien: 
F1 Im':) 1riclud1ng 
- "Cho I Ce';,'' 
- ''Bob Wclc'i Stor':" 
Crash S1mul~l1on 
Tuesday, October 22 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
"lmpl ications of the New Alcohol La...," 
1 ~; ;. ,... . • ' P. ,.. Ln I>,· r • Uni •J" 
8 P.,..,. [u:.,t Towl•r LOu'lql' 
Wednesday, October 23 
BIJll.ETIN BOMD JUIX;ING CONTEST 3 - 5 P.M. Residence t1c1l l:., 
Thursday, October 24 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER 7 P.M. Crossro,1ds, [gbcr~ Ll'11(1,
1 
Ron Gaetano ~.Ph. 
11 Confl icts and Confusion. Col legc Yctlrs and Alr..ohol''. 
Friday, October 25 
M:X:KTAIL HAPPY I-OUR 
Featuring Eric and Harris Demel 
4 - 6 p,H. Put>, Egbt!r t U:ill," 
Ithaca Col lcgc Events 
coo rd i n.:itcd by 
~EC/BACCHUS 
R with songs that use classic possible to see the band hooks in a unique way,. Toe become the next "big thing" 
mind says," Haven't I heard this within two years. 
before?". while everything else 
says, "No, that's Husker Du." 
The single. "Makes No Sense At 
All," iS included, and is receiv-
ing airplay on such commercial 
stations as WLIR and WBCN of 
Boston. not 10 mention WICB. 
The standout tracks on the 
album are "Green eyes" and 
"Keep Hanging On". "Green 
Eyes" has a superb balance 
between instrumentals and 
vocals. Production forces the 
song 10 be tight. so there is a 
chorus effect throughout the 
song. In fact. nothing in the 
"oohs" or "aahs" or even the 
"Hey Green Eyes" chorus s~-
The N.Y.C. Comedy 
Show 
is again coming 
to the 
Ramada Inn 
oc·t. 25 & 26 
Reserve your FREE session today! 
TAN~ac 
~.tun~ 
~TAn \ 
cenTeR • 
BEFORE FALL BREAK 
STILLWATER 
The Ithaca College Literary Magazine 
NEEDS YOUR SUBMISSIONS!! 
October IO, 1985 
I . .4 w ., w 
EGBERT UNION 
FALL BREAK HOURS 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER lbTH 
Egbert Union Building 
Information Desk 
Check Cashing 
Recreation Genter 
Pub 
Snack Bar 
Dining Hall 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17TH 
Egbert Union Building 
Information Desk 
Check Cashing 
Recreation Center 
Pub 
Snack Bar 
Dining Hall 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18TH 
Egbert Union Building 
Information Desk 
Check Cashing 
Recreation Center 
Pub 
Snack Bar 
Dining Hall 
7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
(closes after lunch) 
7:30 a.m. - 6!30 p.m. 
Closed After Lunch 
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
7:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
7:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Closed 
7:00 a.m. 
7:00 a.m. 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
7:30 a.m. 
Closed 
- 6:00 p.m. 
- 6:00 p.m. 
- 3:00 p.m. 
- 6:00 p.m. 
- 6:00 p.m. 
] 
POETRY, PROSE, ILLUSTRATIONS, 
BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19TH 
Egbert Union Building 
Information Desk 
Check Cashing 
Recreation Center 
Pub 
Snack Bar 
Dining Hall 
9:00 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
- 5:00 p.m. 
DEADLINE- 5pm Tues. Oct.15th SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20TH 
ALL SUBMISSIONS- Rm. 126 Gannett 
Center 
Egbert Union Building 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
Information Desk 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
Check Cashing 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Please include name, address, and phone number 
with all submissions. 
Recreation Center 6:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. ] 
Pub Closed 
Snack Bar 4:00 P.M. - 12:00 A.M. 
Dining Hall Closed 
Any questions. call 272-3507 
273-5360 
EXPLOuRnYonkm 
Wr.m AKmn AND Fon. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21: RESUME REGULAR HOURS~ 
~ .............................. ~~---..... 1 ! 
i 
I ___.:,,-::.._~~ THE NORTH FORTY ~; 
; Th,!.Harth 1!-"Y RTE. 34 NORTH 
i ITHACA 
;;II Phone (607) 273-2540 II! i Hi36 East Shore Drive I 
~ ,AN TTHACAJ:;OLLEGE TRADITION :'ti 
I ACCLAIM~~! ~,:;o~ ~:~~~~ ·ss 1ssuE i 
= MONDAY "WING DING SPECIAL" I I $3.00 Admission includes ; 
,. complimentary beer, wine, .. ~ 1000 ~ and soda, plus com- • I plimentary chicken wings and ; 
Ill featuring THE MONDAY ' 
I NIGHT BREAKDANCE ~ I ~ if CONTEST-CASH PRIZES! i I THURSDAY $5 .00 Admission includes ~ 
Regional N.Y. State Cooking ii! complimentary drinks ~ 
and Premium N.Y. State Wines ! Show your college I.D., AD- ~ 
TU ()l]~cl\~, !1 FRIDAY :::
10
:d:i:.~T in!!des ~~:A 
complimentary drinks ~ 
Dance music the way you like 
.½uff- S¼l ~£U1 <6~· ! it . I 
919 Elmira Road. Ithaca. N.Y. • 272-6484 I DANCE 'TIL 3AM ~ 
"--9 ill SATURDAY $6.00 Admission includes ; 
----------------. ! complimentary· drinks ~ 
SENIORS: Reservations for Graduation Weekend i hot dance music- cool drinks- 11.: 
must be made by mail. Send requests to i wild times ! 
Reservations Manager. TURBACK'S OF ITHACA I 11.: 
919 Elmira Road. Ithaca. N.Y. 14850. i DANCE 'TIL 3AM I 
! DOORS OPEN 8:30PM *RING 273-2540 ~ l=====================.:.af,,~ ..... , ...... a. ..... ,, ........................... , ................. , ............................... ... 
,, 
;
1
; ; . : • ; , , j ; , •• , , 1 , ~ .•• :.'". ·: • • : .... , .. :H ..... ·,:;:; ·: ...... ;.:.:.: •• • .'" •.••• ·, ·, .,. ,.:,.:,_:, :. ·, ! :, : :, : : . :. ; : ; •• ;~ i i_.; , , ; , :. i. ~. ,1 (~ ,, '"· •• • •• • ... _ , .. \ • .... \'.\_'-ti ,_\ ~._ "· '•_\ .... \·,.\'I'•·~ -~:,Lr,_!,_',-. • ,, •1 t ~, , ·t ·,;;1,;ti1•1•1•, 11111 
. . ' . } 
. .,. ••.a ,U • "-'ta Ii• r •a••• ti• •••a• C I""••, , ·~ • •••'" •.. · .. - • - • ..- - •,. - - .. .., • • • • • ••., - • - - .. - - ,. .,. - - ,. • • •,. - .. - .. - - .... • • - .., .., - - .. .., · - - - ..... '"" - .. • ............ - .... ' -
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H.u:mour in Passing By 
'frompag';.~ 
ever, been sick before, as he 
often reminds us? 
simon, not altogether unlike 
Toby, has a aisis in his life: he's 
not sure how to be "real". He is 
trying to get a job as a sports-
caster in the city, and when he 
I doesn't get it, he comes to Toby's aparln}ent completely 
· drunk and desparate for hwnan 
contact and sympathy. Toby is 
completely imsupportive, but 
that doesn't put Simon off in the 
least. In fact, even when Toby 
falls asleep out of selfish 
boredom, Simon still tos.ses out 
tacky lines such as "There's no 
sense in being alive if you're not 
real." Okay, we get the ideal 
pas:5ing By was, despite the 
stereotypically "hwnan" charac- • 
terization, a very funny and 
heartwarming play. It is _fiUed 
with one-liners that strike a 
chord in all of us. Laughing was 
unavoidable. However, on 
occasion, Paul Aguirre's timing 
more than slightly off, caus-
ing jokes to fall flat. 
One problem we felt was con-
istant throughout the play 
follows along these lines. Unfor-
lunately, the tempo and beat of 
the play remained stagnant 
throughout. This made it 
virtually impossible for the 
audience to teU if the play had 
piqued, or if it was ending. More 
than once this led to almost 
offensively scattered applause 
due to audience confusion as to 
whether or not we'd just wit-
nessed the final scene. 
In all, though, both Paul 
Aguirre and Matthew Bennett 
had complete control of the 
stage and of their respective 
characters. This is often difficult 
in a two-man play. There was 
some confusion as to the nature 
of Toby and Simon's relation-
ship, though. Despite the fact 
that they claim to be very 
attached to each other during 
their final departure, it seemed 
throughout the play that they 
didn't like each other at all. 
ObViously, different people react 
differently to each other, but it 
felt as if an uncaring rift had 
formed between the two (at 
least, up until the ending). 
The set for Passing By was 
simple and creative. There was 
no clutter and never any 
problem viewing something on 
the stage. Especially noteworthy 
was the lighting effect in the first, 
scene, when Toby and Simon 
first meet inside a movie theatre. 
The blocking of each scene 
worked well, with the exception 
of the point where Simon and 
Toby are lying in bed together 
and it was impossible to see 
either of their faces. some situa-
tions, such as that one, are 
difficult to conquer on stage 
though. 
The best feature of the play, 
achieved through Mr. Topor's 
talent as a director, was the 
appearance that Toby and 
Simon's relationship was totally 
natural. The point wasn't that the 
two were homosexual. It was a 
look at a caring relationship, and 
that aspect of the performance 
was brilliant. Mark Topor's goals 
as a director, as stated in the 
program, came off fabulously, 
but it was totally unneccessaiy 
to tell the audience about those 
goats. The play, and this perfor-
mance at llhaca College, spoke 
for themselves. 
nland on his tuba 
rampage 6 
Finally the mood turned 
omical in the last piece of the 
rogram, Wonderland Duets, by 
aymond LUedeke. This piece 
vas wrttten for two tubas and a 
aerator, and was performed by 
ubist Roger Heffington and 
Professor David Berman, as well 
as Professor Unland. This piece 
was unique in that it empha-
sized the lyrical sound of short 
poems not only in the spoken 
voice, but also in the two tubas. 
It became quite apparent 
through the laughter in the 
audience that this was meant to 
be a humorous work. 
Professor David Unland's 
recital was a welcome diversion 
from the traditional. His perfor-
mance last week proved to be 
a unique combination of talent 
and creativity. 
THE ITHACAN 9 
Rating crisis 
from page 6 
cations Commission, National 
Association of Broadr.asters, 
and your elected 
representativc,.s. 
The music industry and the 
artists urge people to follow this 
same format but not in protest of 
music--in support of music. The 
music industry and its 
components feel that lhe First 
Amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States of America 
is at stake. The amendment 
states: 
"Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the 
press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the government for a 
redress of grievances." 
The music industry will do 
everything in their power to 
make sure that the security of 
this amendment is not tampered 
with and that a musical choice is 
made freely and not under 
guidelines of ·various 
Washington wives. 
Last week I spoke with Glenn 
Raucher, one of the concerned 
students at Ithaca who finds the 
actions of the PRMC to be 
uncalled for. Due to his strong 
feelings about music and its 
industry, Glenn has been 
actively protesting the demands 
being made by writing letters. 
speaking out and petitioning (all 
included in the first amend-
ment). Glenn received an over-
. rtive 
response, in the form of a 
petition. from students at LC. 
If you would like to either 
support or protest the adions of 
PMRC (it's your choice) contact 
any or all of the following 
Federal Cornmunlcatlom Commission 
(FCC): 
Ms. r:dythc WL5t' 
Oaief of complam1s 
MasS Media Bureau 
FCC 
1919 M SIIL'el. N.W. 
WilShinglon. DC 20554 
National Association of Broadcasters 
(NAB): 
Mr. r:dctic Frills 
l'residem and 01ief l:Xc<:uuve Offirt·r 
NAB 
1771 N Slreel. N.W. 
WilShing1on. DC 20036 
Ricordlng ladUSIJy Assodatlon or 
America (RIAA): 
Mr. S1anley Gonikov l'n~clt'ni 
RIM. 
888 Sevcmh Avenue. 91h Floor 
New York. NY IOI06 
MTV: 
Mr. David Horownz l'wMk·n1 
MTV 
ll33 A venue of lhe A1ncncas 
New York. NY I0036 
Congres&man: 
1lle Honorable (Namc1 
U.S. House of Rcprcsen1a11ve~ 
WilShlnglon. DC 205L~ 
Senalor(s): 
The Honorable (Name! 
US. Senale 
Washlngion. DC 20510 
Networks: 
CBS-TV 
En1enainmen1 UIVISKJn 
51 w. 52nd Slrccl 
New York. NY IOOl9 
ABC-TV 
Audiena• lnformauor 
l330 SIXlh Avenue 
New York. NY IOOl9 
NBC·T\' 
AudJrnrc scr.·1n~ 
30 Hockefcller Pl<ll<l 
New York. NY I0020 
National Cable Television <\ssoclation· 
Mr. Jim Mooney l:XCC1JII\'(' l)lf("('IOT 
Nalional cahlc Television ,,~,scxia11on 
1724 M<lSSilrhUSCl!es Avenue. N w. 
THE AFRO-LA TIN SOCIETY of ITHACA COLLEGE 
with 
THE OFFICE of MINORITY AFFAIRS & STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
WELCOME 
ALVIN POUS·SANT, MD 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY & 
ASSOCIATE DEAN for STUDENT AFFAIRS 
at HARV ARD UNIVERSITY 
BEST SELLING AUTHOR of 
WHY BLACKS KILL BLACKS & BLACK CHILD CARE 
ALSO SCRIPT CONSULT ANT for 
"THE BILL COSBY SHOW" 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1985 at 7:00PM 
TEXTOR 103, ITHACA COLLEGE 
ADMISSION : FREE 
' ;FILMS COMMITTEE PRESENTS. I 
From the man who brought you "Mc Mom" 
& "Notional Lampoon's Vocation" 
It's the time of your life 
that may last a lifetime. 
SHOWS START AT 7:00 AND 9:30 
FRIDAY, OCT. 11 , 
AND 
.i SATURDAY, OCT. 12 
~______;A;...cc:D=-=M:...=:I=S~SI~O~N~l,___ _ _!Tc...!.1~02~ _ _J 
SIUDENI ACTIVITIES BOARQ 
WE HAVE A STYLE ALL OUR OWN 
Extra University 
~ - Munctuy, uctuber ftn ~ .tedncoda.J, uctober gth frr:im j-4i.,u 
1n tht.· r .. rracc !Hnin~ Hall. .,., 
~ - Monday,,,,ui.::tober.'lth ea ,ilednr,uday, October 9th at 6:l';ltl 
ln th .. lerrace Dining Hal 1. 
Films I~ 
-"16 =Cand==..l••' Prlday, October t 1th & a J a_~ in Textor 102. S turday, October 12th at 7:00PM & 9:30PM , .., ~ 
Corne watch Molly a1ng-wald tturv1ve her 16th birthday. ,,. 
~~~f~~}
8
Riv I~ ~~,~~o 1b~~oen ts "'rbe ' ::; too gen" - Fr 1day, October 11th at \ 
Come cure tboee midnight blueo wlth those wild- -· .. n 1.:ra. y guyo or comedy. 
-------------= 
Open Mike Nite 
OPEN 111K:; :u:;rH - ~~~~c:~~!· Uctober ':)th ot BPM in the Croesroai:1a. 
~ your talt>nt3 or junt come see what'o 
Jn otage. ~ 5 no.., tf\Jt shouldn 1 t be missed? 
WILD Ji!Jc.l, .J,\',,·, i:,1P' - ~aturday, uctober 1?th rcorn ):}u-1·50 ·11 in th 
'n1nn l>ining rlall · ' e ~.~~~ci1~~~o!~e n1~rt .w,,y to your favorite 
Travel 
~-~~ .. ~ tQ!\ ~ !!ill - SAJI ROUJID Tllll' BUS  I.e. OCtober 16 at I l'N Port Authorl~ _ ,,, lea·Jea loaton October 20 at 1~ laavee I.C.tober 16 at 'ffl le&YeD Port A.uthori'ty Octobc 20 at 'HI 
LoQg loland - 8'5 leaven I.C. Octobflr 1b at }I,. ;
1F.n up ~o, ln tb.e .:>AB ofrtce 
1eav~t1 l,on,ii: tela.nd October 2u at 3PM rd floor1Yn1onJ 
SHOWS START AT 
7:00 AND 9:30 
SUNDAY, OCT. 13 L _A~~~~ION s1 n_o2 __ 
Student Activities Board 
October 10, 1985 . 
Women's soccer in 
g9,rtland tonight 
in the second half to tie the Laura Slagle stopped tour shots Donna Glitzeer were only called 
game. Freshman April Smith on the Ithaca net. upon once in chalking up their 
scored Ithaca's lone goal on a Toe Bombers bounced back third 1985 shutout. 
pass from sophomore Laura on saturday at Allen Field by The impressive offensive 
Goldin. The Bombers held on, soundly defeating Plattsburgh display involved freshman 
but failed to capitalize on several State 3-0. Ithaca dominated play Diana Gorsch, with one goal and 
scoring opportunities which pro- thoughout most of the hard- one assist. and freshman Kim 
ved to be lhe difference. hilting and physical contest. Toe Davis, and Goldin who netted 
With less than 10 minutes fine defensive showing was the other LC. goals. 
remaining,. Geneseo found the credited to fullbacks Sue Banaszewski along with 
defensive gap they had been Chermak, Lynne Banaszewski, mid-fielders Terri Cilento and 
searching for and scored, secur- Michele Frech, and sue Whit- Marullo each contributed assists 
ing the _victory. senior tri-captain man. Goal keepers Slagle and in the Bomber attack. 
Week in Review: 
Soccer continues streak 
By Mike Murphr 
The 1.c. Men's Soccer learn 
shut out both Clarkson and St. 
Lawrence over the week to run 
their win streak seven straight. 
Mike Neelon and Jon Larnstein 
provided lhe scoring as the 
Bombers beat Oarkson, 2-0. 
Goalies Pete Rice and John 
Pointek combined for the 
shutout. 
The team then squeaked by 
St. Lawrence, 1-0, on the road. 
Jacques Scholten scored the 
game's only goal on an assist 
from George Dianni. Rice and 
Pointek again combined for 
another shutout, stopping six 
shots between them. 
Toe team is currently tied with 
RIT (4--0) for first in the ICAC 
standings. The team travels to 
Geneseo on saturday before 
returning home October 15 for 
the showdown with RIT. 
Baseball 
Le Moyne COilege turned the 
tables on the 1.c. baseball team 
as the Dolphins swept a double 
header Thursday, 4-2 and 6-5. 
Dave Dasch picked up two 
hits in the opener and Steve 
Graham drove home both Ithaca 
runs. In the second half of the 
twin bill, Dasch went two for 
three and John Cole homered 
and drove in four runs. 
I.C. then swept a double 
header from Army on Sunday, 
6-1 and 1-0, to close the fall 
season. 
Jamie cangemi struck out II 
ballers in pitching the complete 
game. John COie went two for 
two and drove home two runs. 
Steve Guinan cruised to a 1-0 
shutout, by allowing one hit and 
striking out seven ballers in 
seven innings. Dave Dasch 
homered with two out in the first 
to give Guinan the only run he 
needed. 
The Bombers closed out the 
season at 16-4-1. 
Women's Tennis 
The J.C. Tennis team beat 
Wells College on Monday, 7-2, 
before dropping a match to 
Cornell on Tuesday, 8-1. 
Priscilla Davis, Alice Houghton, 
Jennifer Munroe and Anne 
Abele all won singles matches 
for I.C. against Wells, while the 
doubles team swept their three 
matches. 
The doubles team of Martha 
Murphy and Marjorie Packer 
won 8-3 (prosctl against COmell 
to give I.C. its only victory. 
.. 
·Football 
from page 12 
' able to handle the Oliefs. Tri-
captain Dan Welkley feels the 
succes.s of the defense is in their 
ability to work together. "We all 
seem to compliment each 
other's play," Welkley said. 
THE ITHACAN II 
junior Steve Smith. who has 23 
receptions in three games. The 
Bomber secondary has the 
· capability to shut down the Olief 
passing allack and the rush 
should not be much of a 
problem. 111e big question is 
Look for a lot of passing this Steve Kass' ankle injury and if 
week in Springfield. The Oliefs Mike Middaugh can do the job if 
like to throw to their tiWlt end. Kass cannot make the start. 
Field hockey from page 12 
sylvania and then Bloomsburg, 
the number one team in the 
you lose you can't dwell on it 
· and you can't cherish the wins 
as long as you 1wouldl wish. 
You need a good performance 
nation. 
"This team hopes to be in every game." philosophizt".s 
successful and learn from ii. If Kostrinsky. 
Sierzant 
from page 11 
in packs. So we're all together." want to run track. here," Sierzant 
In the future, Sierzant is said. "But maybe I'll take a 
thinking of indoor and outdoor break after (TOSS-{'()tu1try season 
track as well as cross-country. "I IS over." 
For the most complete 
coverage of Bomber's 
Football, Join Head 
Coach Jim Butterfield 
& Host Mike Sudaley 
on 
SUNDAY NIGHTS 
AT 9:30 
ICB-TV . ICB-TV 
~EVIVAL 
Wool Scarves .................... $4.99 
Wool Pants ...................... $20.00 
Wool Berets ....................... $4.99 
Wool Sports Coats ........... $15.00 
Wool Overcoats ............... $30.00 
Wool Mitty's .................... $10.00 
i°03 Uryden Rd .. Collegetown 
273-8200 
... 
::; 
113 I. AURORA ST. ) 
277-3854 (across trom r1ums1 ... 
OPEi 7 DAYS - OPEN LATE THURS. I FRI. / 
.• ::::::-::.:-:-:,:-·:::::;:•::,:::::::::::::::::.:-:::::.:-:~-:-:-:·:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·····:·~··,:-:,:,······=·:•:,:···:·············: ··:• ·=······ .. •:•:•::,:• 
CHINESE RESTAURANT 
, •• All Chinese food 11 
Lunch Special:M-F 11:30-2:00 It! 
Soup & Salad Bar & Chinese Buffet ~ 
All you can earonlv $2.85 
Complete Chinese Menu: Carry-Out 
. \vailable 
Party Room for 75 People or More. 
*New Oriental Gift Shop Opening* 
367 Elmira Rd., Ithaca sat-Sun: 11am-2pm (across from McDonald's) Chinese Breakfas1 
2.13-. 466 
l ' • ' i' ' 
ITHACAN 
PORT 
Bomber football 
trounces Alfred 
after week off 
By Tim Johnson and Albie 
Fltzgerald 
The Bomber offense exploded 
against Alfred last Saturday, 
racking up 42 points on 484 total 
yards. The Bomber defense 
once again showed their 
excellence allowing the Saxons 
of Alfred only 12 points. 
Steve Kas.s was in top form 
completing 15 of 21 passes for 
203 yards and two touchdowns. 
Kass also ran for two 
touchdowns and rushed for 44 
yards on 10 carries; a complete 
turnaround of his performance 
against St. Lawrence two weeks 
earlier. An ankle injury five 
minutes into the third quarter 
prevented Kass from adding 
further to his performance. 
The Bomber rushing attack 
was led by junior running back 
Lou Butenschoen who carried 
the ball eight times for 88 yards 
in his first appearance after 
coming off a knee injury. Wide 
receiver and senior standout 
Lynch led the receiVing crew 
with five receptions and 65 
yards. The Bombers· fine offen-
sive performance rests on the 
excellence of the offensive line. 
Head coach Jim Butterfield said 
the line did a great job blocking 
for both the pas.sing and running 
games. 
saturday, the Bombers travel 
to Springfield, MA to take on 
DiVision II opponent Springfield 
College. Ithaca is 10-2 vs. the 
Chiefs including last year's 17-10 
victory. Springfield is 0-3 so far 
this year, and lost to Albany 
State, 33-15 last week. "You 
can't compare last week's 
scores to determine how well a 
team will do this week," Coach 
Jerry Boyes said. 
The Bomber offense will be 
playing against a different type 
of defense this week. Coach 
Boyes points to the Springfield 
linebackers as the strength of 
their defense. Boyes says the 
Chiefs' scheme is to keep their 
linebackers free by tying up 
blockers with their linemen. The 
Chiefs' weakness defensively is 
in their young secondary where 
Boyes says it may be possible 
to exploit those weaknesses 
with the pas.s. Mike Middaugh' 
could be the one throwing the 
ball this week because of Steve 
Kass' ankle injury. An x-ray has 
shown a torn ligament and frac-
ture, and he is questionable for 
this week's game. 
Springfield runs an I-type 
offense with the option and 
fullback dives. Defensive coor-
dinator Tim Falkner says 
"Springfield has the capabilities 
to be a good sound offense." 
Falkner says the Bombers have 
been playing sound defense 
which should continue and be 
see Foo(ball f}(IJle 11 
Last Siztwday, Ithaca College Women's Soc«r ffl1tn hosted Plattsburgh 
State. Ithaca dominated l1I01t of the game and came oUJ vletorlous, 3-0. 
Soccer team 
evens record 
By Debra DiMaggio 
The Ithaca women's soccer 
team picked up a win and a loss 
last week, as they reached their 
season's mid-point standing at 
4-4. 
After defeating Division I op-
ponent Colgate University, 1-0, 
on a comer kick goal from senior 
tri-captaln, Tracey Marullo, the 
Bombers iraveled to Geneseo 
· state.· ..... 
Last year, Geneseo handed 
I.C. their only loss of their 14--1-1 
season. The Bombers got 
revenge in the finals of the ECAC 
Mid-Atlantic Tournament by 
defeating Geneseo 1-0 and 
capturing the title. 
The tables turned once again, 
however, as Geneseo downed 
Ithaca 2-1 last week. The disap-
pointing loss occurred after 
. unaca came from.behind ~ly,. 
. sa womm•:,~ page 11 
..... ,. k d ' --..,--, m,, past wee en , the women s field hockey team hosted a tournament whkh included Wheaton College, 
Frostburg State and Salisbury State. Ithaca College's Meg Pusey (pktured above) battles a Salisbury oppo-
nent. The Bombers went into double overtime which ended in a 1-1 tie. 
Turf, injuries hurt 
I.C. field hockey 
By Patti Montminy cornell game) played an shell and exploded in the 
After foUowing a road that 
featured win after win, the Ithaca 
College Field Hockey team 
faltered a little this past week as 
their record fell to 7-2-1. 
The Bombers faced-Off against 
crosstown rival Cornell and 
came out on the losing end of 
the stick by a score of 1-0. C.Omell 
scored early in the first half of 
their first of six penalty corners. 
That would prove to be the 
game winner, as Ithaca couldn't 
muster much of an offensive 
effort. "It was a disappointing 
loss, but C.Omell played well 
with great defensive pressure," 
explains coach Doris Kostrinsky. 
The Cornell defense was 
indeed powerful as they 
dominated midfield play and 
allowed only 13 shots to be 
taken, but that is not to take 
anything away from Ithaca I.C. 's 
defensive unit allowed the Big 
Red just 17 shots and goalie 
Karen Howarth had an outstand-
ing game with 13 saves to keep 
I.e. in the game. 
excellent game only to oome out Bombers' next game against 
with a 1-1 tie. Both teams scored Frostburg State to post a 4-1 win. 
their goals in the first half- I.C. outshot their opponents 21-s 
Ithaca's came at 25:28 off the due in part to the return of link 
stick of Jane DeGrenier. lllat (1-1) Jenny Powers to the lineup. 
was how the score would Powers scored two goals and 
remain through both regulation had one assist, while Meg Pusey 
play (70 minutes) and two ten- and Madden added lone goals. 
minute periods of overtime play. "We dominated the game. It 
"We had our chances, the wasfastmovingandahighlevel 
offense just needs to score. If of skill," says Kostrinsky. "It 
your defense gives up one goal was especially nice to see us go 
or less, then you can't ask for all out after the tough game with 
any better," reasons Kostrinsky. satisbury the day before." 
"We played our best offensive Although it was a disappoin· 
game early in the first half. we ting week for the Lady Bombeis, 
came out like gangbusters but they have no time to look back 
just couldn't convert." Gina as the· games just continue. 
Madden, who had her first start They take on C.Ortland who is, in 
of the season, and DeGrenier the true sense of the word, I.C. ·s 
were named outstanding offen- rival. C.Ortland is currently 6-2 
sive players, while Howarth (16 and should prove to be a very 
saves) and Darlene Unger were tough oompetitor. From there its 
outstanding defensive players. on to Indiana University of Penn· 
The offense came out of the see Field hockey page 11 
Freshman runner 
leads x-country The deciding factor of the 
game, however, may be the fact 
that it was played on artificial By Mike Murphy Empire State Games for the last 
four years, including a third and 
fifth place finish in the IOK race. 
She has also participated in 
cowitless road races to stay in 
shape for the Empire State 
Games. 
turf. ComeU's experience on turf Michelle Sierzant is a name 
· definitely showed up in the familiar to those who are foUow-
game and made a difference. ing Ithaca College's Cross- 1 
"SOme of the c.omell players Country team - this season. 
thought it was perhaps their best Sierzant has consistently placed 
game on turf," Kostrlnsky, for the women's team, and won 
comments, "but I felt we would most of the meets she 
be able to sustain better participated in. 
pressure after Appalachian Sierzant is a freshman 
state." physical education major from 
C.Oming off both a loss and the near-by owego, New Yoit She 
turf, Ithaca came back to their came to Ithaca C.Ollege with an 
home field to take on nwnber impressive list of credentials. 
ten ranked Salisbury State. The ~e ran varsily lnlS.ywu11try for · 
Lady Bombers who were owego Free Academy for five 
without the services of starters years rulminating in a second 
.-Jenny. PoWers .and ·K.alle:Nau · • t~.Nl-Statt' ¥.k;ctio11 jn,Jter. 
(who suffered an Injury in the , , .~t,season. She.~nm. tn. the 
, I ' f ',, ,,•', \' '• , , ~ • ~ , , : , ,•,', > , , , •', •• , • • • • , • ~ 0 • I , • , , <I , , , 
A big reason for her success at-
the collegiate level is her 
training. "I came into the season 
more in shape," Sieri.ant said. 
"There are more workouts here 
than I had in high school." 
The support of . her team 
mates have also contributed to 
her sua::ess. "We are all pushing 
each other," Sierzant said. 
;~eJl. we nm in races, we run 
~~~11 
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